Top 5 Putters for 2015.
Which will make you a better golfer?
Most people buy putters based on “feel”. But there’s a lot more to it than that.
The following 5 putters have been ranked as the top 5 putters for 2015 based on
a number of factors, including appearance, feel, roll off the putter face, alignment,
weight balance and price/value. Try them and see if you agree.

Odyssey White Ice Two-Ball Blade Review
Blade Style Putter

Ok, so we all know that Odyssey is the number 1
putter on the market, but they make so many different models that we had to
have more than one on this list. After all, they have the technology in putter
manufacturing down pat. This putter offers two of the top elements in putters-a
heel-toe design that’s face weighted with a lined two ball alignment that makes it
so easy to line up. Also, the ball comes off that polymer face really nicely. It’s
mid-priced at $179.

Taylor Made Est 79 TM-210 Putter Review
Heel Toe Putter

This black heel-toe blade putter has some
nice horizontal lines on the face insert. Taylor Made calls this insert the Pure Roll
Surlyn insert. It gives you the feeling that if you deliver a slight ascending blow
with your stroke, the ball should roll nicely with topspin. It feels very easy to
control and use. This putter has a nice tacky rubber grip and is priced at only
$99. This head design had been around a long time because the offset hosel
design just works for a lot of golfers.

Ping Scottsdale Tomcat S Putter
Mallet Head Style Putter

This mallet head from Ping has the best feel
of all. The ball just jumps off the putter face with topspin and rolls great. That
black head and slight offset really helps to add topspin. Alignment is a piece of
cake because of the white alignment line. The roll is surprising, considering that
there are no groves or texture on the putter face. The face is a thermoplastic
elastomer and just gives you a nice solid feel every time. The price for all of this
is only $129.

Odyssey 2-Ball White Ice Bronze
Offset Mallet Head Putter

This putter has that popular two-ball design
and double offset shaft that Odyssey is known for. The bronze finish is just to
make it have a premium look. The grip has a nice tacky sensation, which will
perform well, even when conditions are hot or wet. It’s a very forgiving putter with
the two-ball design that many beginners and middle handicappers like. This
putter replaces the classic mallet head two-ball Odyssey putter. Selling price is
around $179.

Odyssey White Ice D.A.R.T. Long Putter
Long putter

You may not like the looks of this putter, and
you might not like separating your hands to putt the ball, but results don’t lie. Why
do so many tour pros use them, and why is it being banned from the tour next
year? It’s not a cheap putter at $189, but you get a lot of putter for your money. It
uses a D.A.R.T system for direction and alignment. Seems a little gimmicky, but
results speak for themselves. This whole long putter concept can really take the
wrist hinge and handsy movements out of the stroke and give you better results.
Plus, it’s hard to argue with sales results. Most stores attribute around 30% of
their putter sales to this product. The grip is just as ugly as rest of the putter. But
it works!

So pick your poison. Visit your pro shop or sporting goods store and just try
them. After a little while, you’ll know which one feels the best. And that is really
what makes you a good putter. Confidence!

